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Be Generative  
Bryan Richards | August 2019 
 
The best boards are generative. Most boards, however, fall short of their potential because 
they have a different mindset. They delve into tactical matters, put too much emphasis on 
their roles as supervisors, or embrace structure above all else. How can your board instead 
make the most of its capabilities? Apply this framework to gauge where your board is and 
what it may become1: 

1. Type I Fiduciary  

In this mode, nonprofit boards focus on auditing and oversight. Governance 
opportunities are limited by board committee structure, fixed agendas, and a 
mental map that sees the organization as a bureaucracy. 

 

2. Type II Strategic 

In this mode, the board looks beyond internal matters to consider external 
factors in governance. The board may discuss topics such as what impact the 
nonprofit ought to have in a community over an extended period of time. 
Though this orientation is beneficial, most strategic boards still fall short of 
their potential. They compartmentalize their mindset. They assign strategic 
thinking to a board committee or limit it to the exercise of a strategic 
planning process, and then they overemphasize structural matters such as 
numerical goals, role charts, and prescribed deadlines. They achieve gains 
that are modest rather than breakthroughs. 

 

3. Type III Generative 

In this mode, boards exercise more impactful leadership. They integrate the 
personal talents of each director to elevate a nonprofit’s governance. Each 
person focuses on what the nonprofit ought to do for the good of its mission 
and vision, and then thinks aspirationally about how to contribute to this 
advancement. Generative thinking transcends the limits of traditional 
structural boundaries because it engages the imagination in thinking broadly. 
Generative thinking unearths possibilities that a structured, measurement-
oriented mindset might never see. 

Encourage and nudge your board to become generative. Generate ideas. Generate solutions. 
Generate a vision for the future and a means of achieving it. Generate a spirit of imagination 
across the board. Your board will ultimately generate a successful future. 

                                                
1 This summary draws upon Governance as Leadership: Reframing the Work of Nonprofit Boards, by Richard P. Chait, 
William P. Ryan, and Barbara E. Taylor. Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley and Sons, 2005. 198 pp. ISBN 0471684201. 
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Leadership 
 

“If	your	actions	inspire	others	to		
dream	more,		
learn	more,		
do	more	and		
become	more,		
you	are	a	leader.” 

 
John Quincy Adams 

 
 

 
“Ideas	are	like	rabbits.		
You	get	a	couple	and	learn	how	to	handle	them,		
and	pretty	soon	you	have	a	dozen.”	

 
John Steinbeck  

 
 
 

“Nobody	can	go	back	and	start	a	new	beginning,		
but	anyone	can	start	today	and	make	a	new	ending.” 

 
Maria Robinson 

 
 
 

"The	best	way	to	predict	the	future		
is	to	invent	it."		

 
Alan Kay 
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Case Study: Becky’s Bickering Board 
Congratulations! Thanks to your shining reputation as an executive director, you have been 
recruited to serve on a highly compensated advisory working group for Healthy Little 
Monsters.2 Little Monsters is a Minnesotan nonprofit whose mission is to make health care 
services readily available to children. This nonprofit dreams of becoming a prominent 
resource across America, from the Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean.  
 
Alas, some things are getting in the way of those dreams. During a three-month series of 
field trips to Minneapolis and conference calls from home, you find that the group’s 
advocacy efforts have stalled and so has Little Monsters’ Board of Directors. 
 
The executive director, Becky, is your main contact at Healthy Little Monsters. She started as 
a program director and then rose to her current position, which she has now occupied for a 
decade. A former dancer, Becky is detailed and careful in her handling of the organization’s 
thirty-five staff and multifaceted programs. She often emphasizes the themes of staying 
balanced and stretching without straining. 
 

Getting Underway 
One snowy summer morning in Minneapolis, Becky frets, “We grew steadily for many years, 
but lately we have stagnated. Our resources have leveled off and we’re finding it harder and 
harder to catch and keep our audiences’ attention. We are struggling to stay relevant, but we 
don’t have the funds to bring in new staff and launch new initiatives. We are stretched thin.” 
She adds with a wry smile, “I think you’re going to find that we need our board to change if 
we’re going to change.” 
 
To deepen your understanding of the situation, you schedule a three-hour planning session 
with the twenty-person Board of Directors. During this session, five issues surface: 

• The board has doubled in size since its inception, but some of the 
members have remained in their roles for so long, their own little 
children are now full-sized adults. These board members have warm 
memories of their children’s Lincoln Logs and Matchbox cars, but they 
do not understand the needs of today’s digitally fixated families. 

• The board has been unable to replace some of these founding members, 
causing friction in decision-making processes. Newer members feel their 
input carries little weight. Some decisions reflect a clear split between the 
more seasoned members and the rest of the board, and there are just 
enough seasoned members to carry the decisive votes. 

                                                
2 Compensation is a weekly box lunch that comes with a cookie. 
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• The board spends substantial time debating which programs it should 
preserve, and little time envisioning the long-term future of Healthy Little 
Monsters. No one worries about extinction. 

• Efforts to conduct advocacy work are ad hoc. Public and legislative 
outreach is based largely on longstanding personal connections and 
occasional meetings, rather than on more diverse connections or more 
systematic communications.  

• The board has clear group and individual goals for fundraising, but it has 
only vague notions about its strategic aims or priorities when it comes to 
health care advocacy. 

 
DISCUSSION:  

1. As an advisor to Healthy Little Monsters, which issue would you tackle first?  

2. What steps would you take? 
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Board Conflict 
During the board session, you conduct a visioning exercise and learn that a majority of 
Board members believe the organization should move aggressively into advocacy at the state 
and local level. The Board president makes a strong argument for this position. Other Board 
members, however, express concern about competitive pressures for funding and the 
volatility of the legislative environment.  After a wide-ranging discussion, Becky remarks that 
she is happy with the session because it has revealed the Board members’ positions on a key 
issue. She isn’t completely pleased, though. 
 
“A majority of our board wants us to advocate further. I happen to agree. But we have a 
cluster of board members who are blocking us. They are among our oldest members, and 
they want us to stay in our place. They always say, ‘Well, back when Reagan was president, 
we had lots of sway…’ but these are different times now!” 
 
Becky explained that these “founding” Board members were themselves heads of local 
advocacy organizations. “We put them on our Board to improve our advocacy network. But 
those members dwell on their own interests and tell stories about why they started Healthy 
Little Monsters instead of focusing on what we need today. We get stuck talking about such 
things, and then, well, there goes another board meeting until the next quarter.”  
 
These founding board members are, however, the most influential members on the board in 
terms of networking and funding. Their personal relationships have been crucial for 
maintaining the nonprofit’s core revenue base. Becky is reluctant to encourage their 
departure because she fears the effects of losing such powerful assets. 
 
DISCUSSION:  

1. What information would help you choose a course of action? 

2. What strategies would you recommend to Becky to address her concerns? 

 
To be continued when we meet! 

 
 
 


